
CHECK THIS OUT!
I found a way to make our fantasy football
league even more awesome.

This one is about Roster Configurations...

HERE'S A
QUICK

RUNDOWN:

Discuss potential of changing league FLEX position

Expand the flexibility of the FLEX position to allow

and owner to play either a WR, RB, TE, or QB.

On league page, adjust flex position to allow QB

Reconsider other scoring rules to mitigate impacts

Despite how it sounds, Superflex does not refer to some sort of bodybuilding
competition. Rather, it refers to a Roster Configuration where FLEX positions have an
increased amount of flexibility. Where typical FLEX roster positions only allow owners

to play an additional WR, RB, or TE, Superflex leagues add the ability to play an
additional WR, RB, TE, or QB. a Superflex league will drastically change the way you

draft, manage your roster, and value players - which may be welcomed! In a traditional,
one-QB league, quarterbacks are typically drafted in the later rounds with each team
usually only drafting one, maybe two. Resulting in a lot of good, high scoring players

going undrafted and sitting on waivers, waiting for their streaming opportunity. A
shame really. The Superflex format totally flips QB valuation on its head. 

 
The first real step in implementing this rule change is being able to fully communicate
the implications (as described above) to owners. If they’re on board - dope! The only
thing left to do is to make the appropriate roster settings change on your league site.
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It's the Superflex rule

Life is too short for
boring fantasy football.

MORE ABOUT THIS RULE 

@MYCOMMISHRULES

For detailed instructions on
this and tons of other unique

ways to play fantasy football,
check out our library of rules

and regulations at 

http://www.mycommishrules.com/library
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